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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
IntercompWIM Delta Software Simplifies Inventory Tracking 

 
Minneapolis, MN – Intercomp, the world’s largest manufacturer of portable vehicle weighing and 
measurement products, is proud to make IntercompWIM™ Delta software available to the 
global Industrial Scale market. The software is a stand-alone interface for customers to take 
advantage of the efficiency and cost-savings of Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) technology while more 
accurately tracking bulk material inventory, in real time. IntercompWIM™ Delta automates 
weight collection to compare and calculate Gross/Net weights for vehicles hauling incoming and 
outgoing goods. 
 
IntercompWIM™ Delta compares records with matching vehicle IDs to calculate Net, Tare and 
Gross weights. The system utilizes those values to determine the weight of incoming and 
outgoing materials. This data is then able to be forwarded to a third-party inventory software for 
real-time tracking or exported to a spreadsheet. Vehicle usage and overweight alerts are also 
saved and can be recalled or exported for later use. 
 
IntercompWIM™ Delta’s ability to control scales monitoring up to two lanes of traffic – for 
example, a dedicated inbound and outbound lane – simplifies how WIM scale technology is 
utilized for daily operations of nearly any type of business. When paired with Intercomp WIM 
scales, the software completes a stand-alone system for small or large facilities. The software is 
available for purchase through any scale dealer that sells Intercomp’s line of Weigh-In-Motion 
(WIM) Strip Sensors, LS-WIM™, and portable LS630-WIM™ using a PC. 
 
This new software solution will be included in the new Intercomp Industrial Price Book that will 
be released toward the end of July. In the meantime, please contact Intercomp Industrial Sales 
at 800-328-3336, worldwide +1 763-476-2531, fax +1 763-476-2613 or write Intercomp, 3839 
County Road 116, Medina, MN 55340-9342 USA.  Feel free to contact us by E-mail at 
info@intercompcompany.com or visit us on the web at www.intercompcompany.com. 
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